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Abstract
This paper aims to explore the visualization techniques used in the
financial field, in order to identify areas for further investigation and to
define a state of the art on the matter.
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Introduction

This paper reviews journals’ and conferences’ papers on visualization techniques for finance. In the last fifteen years, on-line trading has become
the most used and important platform for trading on the stocks markets
all over the world. As technology improves over the years, trading on-line
platforms have become faster and more reliable. Nonetheless, the graphic
instruments used by traders for buying and selling stocks on the markets
have not changed much in the last years. For this reason, it’s possible that
newer instruments to visualize trading information and to operate on the
markets could be researched, based on the latest innovations in data visualization. On this behalf, the main goal of this paper is to define which
visualization techniques have been researched for financial visualization
in order to direct further research.

2
2.1

Design
Goals

As the main goal of this review is to define references that could help
the reader in directing further research, it is possible to distinguish many
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different goals that define in more detail the state of the art. It is possible
to identify at least the following major goals:
1. identify existing works;
2. identify the problems and thematics assessed;
3. identify the journal and/or institution that research on data visualization for finance;
4. identify which thematics have been more analysed and which were
left over;
5. identify the evolution of the research in this field in the last years;
6. identify the most used techniques.
These goals define a specific scope for the research and could be translated in a set of research questions that should be assessed in the reading
of each paper. Table 1 presents the list of questions and motivation
proposed.

Table 1: Research questions.
Question
RQ1. Which and how many journals/conferences include papers on visualization techniques for finance?
RQ2. Who are the agencies or university that are interested in this field of
research (e.g. Bloomberg)?
RQ3. Which visualization tools were
researched in the last years for this
field?
RQ4. What are the most investigated
visualization problems?

2.2

Main Motivation
Support researchers with a list of journals/conferences with potentially relevant papers.
Identify major agencies investigating
the same field.
Identify trends and possible shortcomings / opportunities for future research.
Identify trends and possible shortcomings / opportunities for research topic
focus.

High Level Hypotheses

Data visualization has become an important field of research in the last
years, due to the large amount of data (Big Data) collected by institutions
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and private companies through the Internet. Big Data hold a great value
that could be exploited only with the right instruments, that could properly filter and visualize the information in order to make them readable for
the users. This kind of visualization techniques could provide important
results on finance visualization and the combination of finance’s instrument requirements and latest visualization techniques could lead to new
interesting discoveries and researches.

2.3

Measures

The search for papers was performed on the following digital libraries/search
engines: ACM, Google Scholar, IEEE, Springer, World Scientific.
At the beginning, a set of search strings was defined to perform the
on-line research. This set was obtained with a trial and error approach,
testing different combination of relevant words. Table 2 show the number
of papers resulting from each search with the proposed search strings. In
this step, the papers were selected manually reading titles and abstract of
each paper. Column number two shows how many papers were selected
from each search results with this analysis. At the end of this step, 68
papers were selected.
In the second step, all the selected papers were retrieved for a more
detailed evaluation. In this phase only the introduction and conclusion
were taken into account, to exclude papers with an unclear abstract and
that could not be excluded in the first step. At the end of this step, 33
papers were selected.
In the third step, each paper was read with the intent of answering
the research questions. If a paper failed to provide an answer at least to
questions number three and four, it was then excluded from the review;
actually 4 papers were excluded this way.
Moreover, the bibliography of each paper selected at step 1 was analysed looking for references to other relevant paper. As a result of this
research, 17 papers were initially selected and 3 were excluded after the
third selection step.
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Table 2: Search strings, resulting papers and further selection.

Search Strings
Finance Visualization
Financial Data Visualization
Financial Information Visualization
Financial Visualization
Market Data Visualization
Portfolio Visualization
Stock Data Visualization
Stock Portfolio Visualization
Stock Visualization

3
3.1

Resulting Papers
14
48
4
53
11
62
3
31
27

Analysis Steps
1st
2nd
4
4
25
11
2
2
12
5
6
1
4
4
1
1
8
2
6
3

Analysis method
Inclusion Criteria

As a result of the major goal defined in the previous section, the main criterion for including a journal paper in this review is that the paper should
describe research on visualization techniques applied to finance. Papers
regarding fraud detection systems, visualization of wire transactions, financial crime detection or bankruptcy analysis have not been included if a
novel visualization technique is missing. Papers that solely discuss existing papers and/or methodology have been omitted. Papers that provided
a review of existing techniques have been taken in great account for two
reasons: firstly, to verify that at least all the techniques discussed in those
papers and corresponding to the chosen criteria where retrieved through
the methodology hereby proposed; secondly, to find out if existing or
newer paper, missing in those papers but relevant to the proposed goals,
are included in this review, thus confirming the relevance of this work.
There were samples of papers describing the same technique in more than
one paper, with slight differences or some minor improvements. As this
occurred only in a small amount of cases, these papers were not excluded
by the current review. However, it should be observed that if the goal
of the review is to evaluate the relevance of a technique or methodology,
these duplicate papers should be properly considered.
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3.2

Classification

For the purpose of addressing the research questions, each paper that
satisfied the inclusion criteria was classified according to the properties
listed in Table 3. The categories are based on the two most important
quality of each visualization technique: the graphic tool involved and the
purpose of the technique. The aim of this classification is to answer
the research questions RQ3 and RQ4. The categories proposed are non
exclusive: a paper may focus on more than one finance visualization tool
and could provide an answer to different visualization tasks.

Table 3: Classification of papers.
Property
Tool Involved
Problem addressed

4
4.1

Categories
Time Line Chart, Diagram, Tree Map, User Interface,
Map, Matrix, News
Series Analysis, Pattern Similarity, Pattern Discovery,
Events Correlation, Market Analysis

Results
RQ1. Relevant Journals and Conferences

Papers on visualization techniques for finance were found in as many as
31 journals and/or conferences. Actually this is far beyond expectation,
but it is possible to identify two important papers/conferences with at
least 4 papers each: IEEE Information Visualization Conference and IEEE
Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics. This two entries
represents more than 20% of the selected papers ( 10 out of 46). The
list of journals and conferences is reported in Appendix A.

4.2

RQ2. Relevant Agencies

The review outline 35 university/agencies investigating visualization techniques for finance, with the following geographical distribution: fourteen
entities from Europe, fifteen from North America, 4 from Asia and 2 from
Oceania.
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The most important university outlined with this analysis is the University of Konstanz, located in Germany, with 7 relevant papers, corresponding to 15% of the selected papers.

4.3

RQ3. Relevant Visualization Tools

Through the classification proposed earlier in this paper, it was possible
to identify the visualization tools generally addressed. Table 4 highlight
how many papers address each visualization tools.
It is evident that the majority of the papers focuses on the time line
chart and the tree map. Moreover, the majority of the papers proposes improvements or evolution for existing finance visualization tools. These results show that only few papers investigate innovative visualization tools.
Most of the time, the authors propose an evolution of an existing instruments or a new functionality to make better use of an available tool.
Therefore, a possible focus for future research is proposing existing visualization tools not yet used in the finance domain, or investigating new
visualization solutions based on the state of the art of data visualization.

Table 4: Classification of papers.
Tools
Diagram
Map
Matrix
News
Time Line Chart
TreeMap
User Interface

4.4

Occurrences
3
2
2
3
16
10
2

Percentage
6.5%
4.35%
4.35%
6.5%
34.8%
21.7%
4.35%

RQ4. Relevant Problems

Table 5 shows the distribution of problems addressed in the selected papers. Most of the papers focuses on Series and Market Analysis. This is in
accordance with the need of the final user to better understand both the
market trend as a whole and the trend of the specific stocks he chooses
to trade on. Some papers focus on the problem of detecting patterns, in
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order to offer a better insight on the possible outcomes of the market.
However, none of the paper selected through the review propose any innovation on the instruments used to actually perform the trading, such as
the flashbook or the multibook. Likewise, none of the paper investigates
instruments specifically developed to choose the stocks to trade on, such
as the stock picker. Further research could focus on these aspects that
are missing in the current review.

Table 5: Problems addressed in the papers.
Problem
Events Correlation
Market Analysis
Pattern Discovery
Pattern Similarity
Series Analysis
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Occurrences
3
18
4
3
17

Percentage
6.5%
39%
8.7%
6.5%
37%

Conclusions

The research successfully answers the questions posed at the beginning
of the review process. Moreover, it outlines interesting opportunities for
future research.
The main limitation of the study is represented by the small amount
of research engines and digital libraries used to select the papers (only
five). Moreover, finance is a huge field to investigate and it’s possible
that not all the existing papers have been discovered with the chosen
search strings. For this reason, if an author would like to investigate one
of the outlined research opportunities, it is suggested to perform a more
specific review based on the focus of his research.

Appendix A
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Appendix B

Classification descriptions

Diagram: a graphical representation of data that help the user analysing
the market.
Map: a map representation of data to understand the trend of the
market.
News: a tool that correlate events occurring all over the world and the
trend of stocks and markets.
Time Line Chart: a line chart displaying the temporal trend of a stock.
TreeMap: a specific finance visualization tools used to outline stocks’,
sectors’, and market’s trend.
User Interface: a graphical representation and/or arrangement of financial visualization tools that should facilitate the user understanding
the data.
Events Correlation: correlation between events occurring all over the
world and the trend of stocks and markets to predict their trends.
Market Analysis: analysis of the market to predict its trend.
Pattern Discovery: analysis of the time line chart of a stock to identify
a pattern and predict the trends of the specific stock in the future
Pattern Similarity: analysis of the time line chart to identify a known
pattern in order to predict the stock trend or to outline a correlation
between different stock with the same pattern.
Series Analysis: analysis of a single stock to predict its trend.

Appendix C
ences

List of Journals and Confer-

IEEE, Visual Analytics Science and Technology
UKVAC Workshop on Visual Analytics
IEEE, Congress on Evolutionary Computation
IEEE, International Conference on Information Visualisation
Journal of Economic Perspectives
Computer Graphics Forum
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ACM, Symposium on Computational geometry
ACM, SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
EuroCG
International Society for Optics and Photonics, IS&T/SPIE Electronic
Imaging
Springer, Advances in Data and Web Management
Next Media research programme (2010-2013)
Taylor & Francis, Economy and Society
EUROVIS
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence
ACM, Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
Springer, Financial Analysis and Risk Management
ISAAC
International Society for Optics and Photonics, IS&T/SPIE Electronic
Imaging
ACM, SIGKDD Explorations Newsletter
Proceedings of the European Conference on Information Management
and Evaluation
New trends in applied artificial intelligence
Asia-Pacific symposium on Information visualisation
IEEE, Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics
Springer, New Frontiers in Applied Artificial Intelligence
The International Journal of Digital Accounting Research
IEEE, First Asian Conference on Intelligent Information and Database
Systems
IEEE, Visual Analytics Science and Technology
ACM, symposium on Software visualization
Trans Tech Publications Inc., Advanced Materials Research
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